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In the frame-tale, Sorares and his company of Assyrian troops "Pan his
are driven by tempest on a desolate isle, where they come across Syrinx"
Arbaces and another castaway Mede. The party devote their leisure
time to speeches and discussions, on ambition and avarice, the levity
and vanity of women, the allurements and the incommodities of
seafaring, and on ingratitude, fortitude, and similar themes. Mean-
while, Atys and his brother sail in quest of their father, Sorares,
but are detained in the castle of a Scythian noble. "Thetis " is
the tale of this nobleman's temptation by Thetis, a treacherous
seductrix, and his escape. " Pheone " is a story of love at cross-
purposes told by the pilot, " Deipyrus " concludes with an incident
that revives the young princes' hopes that their father is still alive ;
but " Aphrodite," an oratorical duel on the praise and dispraise of
women, leads to their being cast into prison. At length, with some
further incidents and seasonable discourses, Sorares is discovered
by his sons. Warner follows Lyly closely in the continual debates
upon women, whose whimsical fashions in dress and deportment,
as well as their subtleties in the undoing of men, are uncharitably
described. The general features of his plot indicate that he was
under the spell of Greek romance. Underdowne's translation of
Heliodorus had appeared in 1569.1
Both Lyly and Greene were the influences that, as the mere titles
show, led the poet, John Dickenson, to write his^mfoj, Euphues John
amidst his slumbers: or Cupid*s Journey to Hell (1594), and Greene Dickenson
In Concelpt: New raised from his graue to write the Tragique
hlstorle of fair e Valeria of London (1598). In the one, Dickenson
presents " a Myrror of Constancie, a Touch-stone of tried affection,
begun in chaste desires, ended in choise delights : and emblasoning
Beauties glorie, adorned by Natures bountie ; with the Triumph
of True Loue, in the foyle of false Fortune." In the tale of Valeria
he glances at the seamy side of London life, and tries to portray
a courtesan in the admonitory manner of Greene, of whom the
frontispiece of the book is-a. woodcut, showing him draped in his
shroud.
Henry Chettle, who acted as Greene's literary executor, editing
the Groats-Worth ojWitte> and summoned Nash, in his own Kind-
Harts Dreame (1592), to refute the'base insinuations of Gabriel

